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Covid-19 is a highly infectious disease that has spread throughout the world over the past 2 years, and
will likely continue to spread for years to come. The Province of British Columbia has decided that making
“one-off” rules and regulations to prevent the spread of Covid-19 is no longer practical or effective in
preventing the spread of this disease. The Province of BC now acknowledges that it cannot prevent the
spread of the disease, and thus will make no further regulations in this regard. Instead, the government
has asked each business, sports organization, institution, etc. to prepare their own Covid Safety Plans as
a part of their own Business Continuation Strategy.
This document is the Covid-19 Safety Plan for South Vancouver Island Rangers. The strategies in this plan
are primarily aimed at the continued operations of our clay bird shooting programs, both practice and
competitions. However, this plan covers all aspects of club operations and provides a set of club rules
which govern all aspects of the club use. We accept that we cannot prevent the spread of Covid-19, but
with appropriate strategies and common sense on the part of our members and their guests, we can
reduce the potential of large “spreader events”, and provide a safe and enjoyable experience for our
members, their families and guests.

UNIVERSAL CLUB RULES – ALL CLUB OPERATIONS
1/

All persons who attend the SVIR (South Vancouver Island Rangers) property, regardless
of the purpose of their visit, must be vaccinated against Covid-19. If requested by the
club executive, a person, whether a member or non-member, must show proof of
vaccination. Children who are not eligible for a vaccine or may not have completed their
full vaccine set, are exempted from this rule.

2/

No person, regardless of the purpose of their visit, should attend the SVIR property if they
feel sick in any way, are sick, or are recovering from Covid-19. Persons who have been
diagnosed or “tested-positive” with Covid-19 are barred from the property until 7 days
has passed from the time a negative test confirms they no longer have the disease.

3/

Members are responsible for the cleaning and sanitizing of the shooting venues which
they use. After each use of a shooting venue, a member must complete a wipe-down of
the surfaces which they have contacted.

4/

Washrooms must be sanitized after use or at the end of day following events or practices.

5/

Outdoor areas of the club, including all shooting venues, are available for use by club
members without limitation. Masks are not required when using the property or a
shooting venue, but are recommended when mixing with groups other than immediate
family. At all times, members and guests are urged to maintain safe social distancing.

6/

Indoor areas of the SVIR property will remain under the control of the club Executive.
Events such as Business Meetings, dinners and rentals will be held at the discretion of the
SVIR Executive. Access to the indoor areas of the club is limited to members of the Board,
the Executive, maintenance workers, venue Chairs and assistants, unless specific
permission has been granted by the SVIR Executive. Shoot events are exempted from
this rule, but the shoot managers must ensure that all people using the indoor facility
follow the rules. Food service for shooting events must be approved by the Executive.

7/

The campsite and campsite washrooms remain available for members and their families
as well as visiting shooters who are attending club shooting events. Campers are urged
to space themselves apart from other camping units and maintain appropriate social
distancing when interacting with other camping units. Campsite washrooms must be
sanitized at the beginning and end of each day that the campsite is in use.

8/

Rentals of outdoor or indoor club property areas will be at the discretion of the club
Executive. Rental applications will be accessed individually and will be accepted or
rejected based on the proposed uses, activities and “Safety Plans” which are proposed.
The SVIR Executive will reject any proposed rental which in the view of the SVIR Executive,
poses and an unnecessary risk to the health and safety of the renters or the SVIR club
members. No rental will be considered without an accompanying Safety Plan.

9/

A member who invites a guest or family member to the SVI Rangers property is
responsible for their guest or family member complying with the rules as laid out in this
Covid safety plan.

SHOOTING EVENT RULES
Shooting events, formal practices and competitions, including Trap, Skeet and Five-Stand, will be
permitted to continue. The survival of shooting leagues and organizations is dependant on the continued
access to club facilities and the completion of shooting schedules. The continued use of all aspects of the
club grounds is also important to maintain member interest. Shooting sports are non-contact events and
participants are naturally spaced during the course of competitions and events. Shooters do not share
equipment and generally to not contact common surfaces. By observing some simple rules, shooting
events and competitions can continue to proceed safely and effectively.
1/

Registration and squadding for shooting events, should as much as possible, be done prior
to the shoot by email or phone. This will minimize contacts between the shooters and
event organizers on the day of the event.

2/

As much as possible, activities related to scoring, payment for shoots, classifying shooters,
etc., should be done outdoors. If those activities must be moved indoors then masks are
required for all persons.

3/

Referees, scorers and event workers who contact common equipment or control
apparatus, are urged to wear gloves. Common contact areas must be sanitized before
and after a change in referees/scorers.

4/

Shooters who complete their event are required to move immediately off the field and
not interact with other shooters or the referee unless required by shoot rules. Shooters
must immediately remove their personal items and firearms from the gun rack and
common areas upon completion of their event.

5/

When not engaged in shooting, participants and spectators are required to maintain
appropriate and safe social distancing. Shooters are urged to bring their own chairs to
shoots and not share their chairs with other shooters.

6/

Food service for shooting events will be at the discretion of the SVIR Executive. Generally
speaking, for one day shooting events, participants should be required to bring their own
food and drink to shoots. Multi-day shoots may require that food service is available.
The shoot management must request permission from the Executive for food service to
be allowed at a shoot event.

COMPLAINTS OR CONCERNS ABOUT THIS PLAN
Members who have complaints or concerns about this plan should address them to a member of the
Board of Directors of the South Vancouver Island Rangers. It is incumbent upon all members of the South
Vancouver Island Rangers to ensure that this plan is followed. Our safety, and the safety of our family
and guests is of the utmost importance. If you “see something, say something” as the expression goes.
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